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ABSTRACT
The IEEE 802.16 designed to operate in the 10-66 GHz spectrum and it specifies the physical layer (PHY) and
medium access control layer (MAC) of the air interface BWA systems. At 10-66 GHz range, transmission
requires Line-of-Sight (LOS). IEEE 802.16 is working group number 16 of IEEE 802, specializing in point-tomultipoint broadband wireless access. The IEEE 802.16 Working Group created a new standard, commonly
known as WiMAX, for broadband wireless access at high speed and low cost, which is easy to deploy, and
which provides a scalable solution for extension of a fiber-optic backbone. WiMAX base stations can offer
greater wireless coverage of about 5 miles, with LOS (line of sight) transmission within bandwidth of up to 70
Mbps. WiMAX operates on the same general principles as WiFi -- it sends data from one computer to another
via radio signals. A computer (either a desktop or a laptop) equipped with WiMAX would receive data from the
WiMAX transmitting station, probably using encrypted data keys to prevent unauthorized users from stealing
access. The fastest WiFi connection can transmit up to 54 megabits per second under optimal conditions.
WiMAX should be able to handle up to 70 megabits per second.
Keywords – IEEE 802.16, LOS, MAC, WiMAX, WiFi

I. Introduction
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) is currently one of the hottest
technologies in wireless. The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802 committee,
which sets networking standards such as Ethernet
(802.3) and WiFi (802.11), has published a set of
standards that define WiMAX. IEEE 802.16-2004
(also known as Revision D) was published in 2004
for fixed applications; 802.16 Revision E (which
adds mobility) is publicated in July 2005. The
WiMAX Forum is an industry body formed to
promote the IEEE 802.16 standard and perform
interoperability testing. The WiMAX Forum has
adopted certain profiles based on the 802.16
standards for interoperability testing and “WiMAX
Certification”. These operate in the 2.5GHz, 3.5GHz
and 5.8GHz frequency bands, which typically are
licensed by various government authorities. WiMAX,
is based on an RF technology called Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which is
a very effective means of transferring data when
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carriers of width of 5MHz or greater can be used.
Below 5MHz carrier width, current CDMA based 3G
systems are comparable to OFDM performance.
WiMAX is a standard-based wireless technology that
provides high throughput broadband connections
over long distance.
WiMAX can be used for a number of
applications, including “last mile” broadband
connections, hotspots and high-speed connectivity for
business customers. It provides wireless metropolitan
area network (MAN) connectivity at speeds up to 70
Mbps and the WiMAX base station on the average
can cover between 5 to 10 km. Figure 1 gives the
WiMAX overview:

Fig 1 WiMAX Overview.
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The WiMAX technology, based on the IEEE
802.16-2004 Air Interface Standard is rapidly
proving itself as a technology that will play a key role
in fixed broadband wireless metropolitan area
networks. The first certification lab, established at
Cetecom Labs in Malaga, Spain is fully operational
and more than 150 WiMAX trials are underway in
Europe, Asia, Africa and North and South America.
Unquestionably, Fixed WiMAX, based on the IEEE
802.16-2004 Air Interface Standard, has proven to be
a cost effective fixed wireless alternative to cable and
DSL services. In December, 2005 the IEEE ratified
the 802.16e amendment to the 802.16 standard. This
amendment adds the features and attributes to the
standard that is necessary to support mobility. The
WiMAX Forum is now defining system performance
and certification profiles based on the IEEE 802.16e
Mobile Amendment and, going beyond the air
interface, the WiMAX Forum is defining the network
architecture necessary for implementing an end-toend Mobile WiMAX2 network. Release-1 system
profiles were completed in early 2006.
Mobile WiMAX is a broadband wireless
solution that enables convergence of mobile and
fixed broadband networks through a common wide
area broadband radio access technology and flexible
network architecture. The Mobile WiMAX Air
Interface adopts Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) for improved multi-path
performance in non-line-of-sight environments.
Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) is introduced in the
IEEE 802.16e Amendment to support scalable
channel bandwidths from 1.25 to 20 MHz The
Mobile Technical Group (MTG) in the WiMAX
Forum is developing the Mobile WiMAX system
profiles that will define the mandatory and optional
features of the IEEE standard that are necessary to
build a Mobile WiMAX compliant air interface that
can be certified by the WiMAX Forum. The Mobile
WiMAX System Profile enables mobile systems to
be configured based on a common base feature set
thus ensuring baseline functionality for terminals and
base stations that are fully interoperable. Some
elements of the base station profiles are specified as
optional to provide additional flexibility for
deployment based on specific deployment scenarios
that may require different configurations that are
either capacity-optimized or coverage-optimized.
Release-1 Mobile WiMAX profiles will cover 5, 7,
8.75, and 10 MHz channel bandwidths for licensed
worldwide spectrum allocations in the 2.3 GHz, 2.5
GHz, and 3.5 GHz frequency bands.
Mobile WiMAX systems offer scalability in
both radio access technology and network
architecture, thus providing a great deal of flexibility
in network deployment options and service offerings.
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Some of the salient features supported by Mobile
WiMAX are:
1. High Data Rates. The inclusion of MIMO
(Multiple Input Multiple Output) antenna techniques
along with flexible sub-channelization schemes,
Advanced Coding and Modulation all enable the
Mobile WiMAX technology to support peak DL data
rates up to 63 Mbps per sector and peak UL data rates
up to 28 Mbps per sector in a 10 MHz channel.
2. Quality of Service (QoS). The fundamental
premise of the IEEE 802.16 MAC architecture is
QoS. It defines Service Flows which can map to Diff
Serv code points that enable end-to-end IP based
QoS. Additionally, sub channelization schemes
provide a flexible mechanism for optimal scheduling
of space, frequency and time resources over the air
interface on a frame-by-frame basis.
3. Scalability. Despite an increasingly globalized
economy, spectrum resources for wireless broadband
worldwide are still quite disparate in its allocations.
Mobile WiMAX technology therefore, is designed to
be able to scale to work in different channelizations
from 1.25 to 20 MHz to comply with varied
worldwide requirements as efforts proceed to achieve
spectrum harmonization in the longer term. This also
allows diverse economies to realize the multi-faceted
benefits of the Mobile WiMAX technology for their
specific geographic needs such as providing
affordable internet access in rural settings versus
enhancing the capacity of mobile broadband access in
metro and suburban areas.
4. Security. Support for a diverse set of user
credentials exists including; SIM/USIM cards, Smart
Cards, Digital Certificates, and Username/Password
schemes.
5. Mobility. Mobile WiMAX supports optimized
handover schemes with latencies less than 50
milliseconds to ensure real-time applications such as
VoIP perform without service degradation. Flexible
key management schemes assure that security is
maintained during handover.
The IEEE802.16 is divided into fixed
WiMAX and Mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e). This
provides mobility and better QoS. The security issues
are related to MAC layer where the layer is divided
into sub layer. The MAC layer acts as an interface
between the higher Transport layer and the PHY
layer. Thus the security sub layer provides the
various security functions such as authentication and
authorization between the Mobile Station (MS/SS)
and the Base Station (BS).
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Security is considered as a high priority
feature that should be satisfied by any network.
Mobile WiMAX is considered to be more vulnerable
than wired network as the data is transferred openly.
Hence the authentication process is addressed in a
way to prevent different types of attacks on network
users especially in the station’s initial network entry
phase since sensitive data is exchanged in this phase.
There are two types of certificates proposed by
Mobile WiMAX. One for Subscriber Station (SS)
and the other is for Manufacturer. There is no
provision for Base Station certificate. SS certificate
identifies the particular SS based on its MAC
address. Generally BS uses the Manufacturer’s
certificate to validate the SS and identify the device
as genuine by using the public key of the
Manufacturer’s certificate. Similarly, the SS has to
protect its private key from the attacker to identify it
easily.
Since the BS certificate is not available,
hence the only approach to protect the SS from the
FORGERY or REPLAY ATTACK is to offer
MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION at the initial
authentication
entry
phase.
MUTUAL
AUTHENTICATION is a process in which the client
process must prove its identity to the Server and the
Server must also proof its identity to the client before
the actual traffic begins to flow over the
Client/Server connection.
TLS protocol is basically used by EAP
framework that allows the authentication protocol to
be exchanged between the client and the
Authentication Server. Thus EAP defines the rules
and regulation for authenticating a user or device
using the various methods such as password; digital
certificates etc.

EAP (Internet Engineering Task Force Extensible
Authentication Protocol) by providing support for
credentials that are SIM-based, USIM-based or
Digital Certificate or User Name/Password-based.

1.1 WiMAX Security
Mobile WiMAX supports best in class
security features by adopting the best technologies
available today. Support exists for mutual device/user
authentication, flexible key management protocol,
strong traffic encryption, control and management
plane message protection and security protocol
optimizations for fast handovers. The usage aspects
of the security features are:

TLS-based EAP methods defined in IETF
RFCs used in WLAN are EAP-TLS [17], EAPTTLS
[9], PEAP [14] and EAP-FAST [5]. All of these EAP
types are currently included in the Wi-Fi Alliance
Certification program. We mainly focus on the EAPFAST protocol because of its attracting security
features. EAP-TTLS, PEAP and EAP-FAST methods
are tunnel-based methods that extend the EAPTLS
protocol. Tunnel-based protocols are constructed as
combination of two protocols: an outer protocol and
an inner protocol. The outer protocol is the TLS
handshake protocol [8] which establishes encrypted
TLS tunnel to protect the exchange of the inner
protocol messages. The inner protocol is usually the
weak shared key-based protocol. Weak, legacy
protocols are used as an inner protocol because they
are already widely deployed and work lightweight.
The tunnel-based protocols provide mutual
authentication and run in two phases. In the first
phase, the outer protocol runs and authenticates the

- Traffic Encryption. Cipher used techniques for
protecting all the user data over the Mobile WiMAX
MAC interface. The keys used for driving the cipher
are generated from the EAP authentication. A Traffic
Encryption State machine that has a periodic key
(TEK) refresh mechanism enables sustained
transition of keys to further improve protection.
- Fast Handover Support: A 3-way Handshake
scheme is supported by Mobile WiMAX to optimize
the re-authentication mechanisms for supporting fast
handovers. This mechanism is also useful to prevent
any man-in-the-middle-attacks.
The WiMAX architecture and applications
are illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig 2. WiMAX Architecture and Applications

II. TLS-based EAP Methods

- Key Management Protocol. Privacy and Key
Management Protocol Version 2 (PKMv2) is the
basis of Mobile WiMAX security as defined in
802.16e. This protocol manages the MAC security
using Traffic Encryption Control, Handover Key
Exchange and Multicast/Broadcast security messages
all are based on this protocol.
- Device/User Authentication. Mobile WiMAX
supports Device and User Authentication using IETF
www.ijera.com
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server to the peer. The inner protocol is typically
used for peer authentication, in the second phase. As
a result of successful authentications, both the outer
and the inner protocols derive some keys as shown in
Fig. 3.
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authentication protocols to be used against existing
authentication databases, while protecting the
security of these legacy protocols against
eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle, and other attacks.
Fig 5 shows Architectural diagram of EAP-TTLS

Fig 3. Tunnel based EAP type overview
1.1 EAP-TLS:
EAP-TLS protocol [17] is considered one of
the most secure EAP methods available today. It
requires both the peer and the server have X.509
certificates for mutual authentication. This means that
each client requires a unique digital certificate. It is
difficult to manage the certificates in a large
enterprise
network,
since
certificates
add
administrative overhead. Hence, EAP-TLS is rarely
deployed. EAP-TLS is best for enterprises that have
digital certificates already deployed. Another
drawback of EAPTLS is that the peer identity is
exchanged in clear. It means, a passive attack can
easily obtain the usernames (Fig. 4).

Fig 5 shows Architectural diagram of EAPTTLS
EAP-TTLS works in two phases:
1. TLS Handshake Phase
2. TLS Tunnel Phase
In PPP, EAP is initiated when the access point sends
an EAP Request/ Identity packet to the client. It
responds with an EAP-Response/Identity.
During the first phase of the negotiation, the TLS
handshake protocol is used to authenticate the TTLS
server to the client and, optionally, to authenticate the
client to the TTLS server, based on public/private key
certificates.
This is the 1st phase of EAP-TTLS which is
shown in the following figure 6.

Fig 4. EAP-TLS Authentication
1.2 EAP-TTLS
So far the main drawbacks of EAP-TLS are
as follows:
2.2.1 Lack of user identity protection.
2.2.2 Needs client certificate in order to authenticate
the client.
EAP is extended from TLS (Transport Layer
Security) to TTLS (Tunneled TLS) which is an EAP
method where it allows legacy password-based
www.ijera.com

Fig 6. EAP -TTLS Phase I
During the second phase of negotiation,
client and TTLS server use the secure TLS record
layer channel established by the TLS handshake as a
tunnel to exchange information encapsulated in
attribute-value pairs, to perform additional functions
such as authentication (one way or mutual
Authentication), validation of client integrity and
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configuration, provisioning of information required
for data connectivity, etc.
Thus in phase 2, the TLS record layer is
used to tunnel information between client and TTLS
server to perform any of a number of functions.
These might include user authentication, client
integrity
validation,
negotiation
of
data
communication security capabilities, key distribution,
communication of accounting information, etc.
Information between client and TTLS server is
exchanged via attribute value pairs (AVPs)
compatible with RADIUS.
This is shown in the figure 7.
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2.3 PEAP
Protected
Extensible
Authentication
Protocol (PEAP) [14] (also called as "EAP inside
EAP") is the most common and most widely
supported EAP method. PEAP operates in two phases
similar to EAP-TTLS. Moreover, PEAP provides the
chaining of several EAP methods within tunnel,
cryptographic binding of outer and inner methods.
PEAP supports only EAP methods within the tunnel.
These properties differentiate PEAP from EAP-TTLS
(Fig. 8).

Fig7. EAP-TTLS Phase II
Once the TTLS tunnel is created, the MS
and AS starts performing the user level
authentication. Thus due to the following, EAPTTLS is required:
 Legacy password protocols must be supported,
to allow easy deployment against existing
authentication databases.
 Password-based information must not be
observable in the communications channel
between the client node and a trusted service
provider, to protect the user against dictionary
attacks.
 The user’s identity must not be observable in the
communications channel between the client node
and a trusted service provider, to protect the user
against surveillance, undesired acquisition of
marketing information, and the like.
 The authentication process must result in the
distribution of shared keying information to the
client and access point to permit encryption and
validation of the wireless data connection
subsequent to authentication, to secure it against
eavesdroppers and prevent channel hijacking.
 The authentication mechanism must support
roaming among access domains with which the
user has no relationship and which will have
limited capabilities for routing authentication
requests.
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Fig8. EAP PEAP
2.4 EAP FAST
Flexible
Authentication
via
Secure
Tunneling Extensible Authentication Protocol [5]
provides not only strong security but also
convenience and efficiency. Unlike PEAP and EAPTTLS, EAPFAST uses a Protected Access Credential
(PAC) to establish a TLS tunnel instead of X.509
digital certificates. By using shared secrets (PACs)
that have strong entropy, EAP-FAST authentication
acts more like a session resumption [16], hence the
authentication occurs much more faster than PEAP
and EAP-TTLS. Use of server certificates is optional
in EAP-FAST.
EAP-FAST consists of three phases: Phase 0
is an optional phase in which the PAC can be
provisioned manually or dynamically (Fig. 9). This
phase may be skipped when the peer has appropriate
PACs. Typically, PAC provisioning is only done
once to set up the PAC secret between the server and
client and all subsequent EAP-FAST sessions skip
"Phase 0". Phase0 is independent of other phases.
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Machine Authentication PAC [6] contains
PAC-Opaque that is used in identification of the
machine. This PAC can be provisioned during the
authentication of a user and can also be used in
establishing a secure tunnel. User Authorization PAC
[6] is also PAC-Opaque that holds user identity
information. When this PAC is presented in phase 2,
inner authentication process may be skipped.
2.5 MiTM on tunnel-based EAP methods
Fig9. EAP-FAST Authentication Phases
In Phase 1, the client and the server uses the
PAC to establish TLS tunnel. In Phase 2, the client
credentials are exchanged inside the encrypted tunnel
(Fig. 10).
Fig12. MiTM in Tunnel based EAPs [11]

Fig10. EAP-FAST Authentication
2.3.1. PAC Types
Tunnel PAC [6] is used to establish an
authenticated and encrypted tunnel between the peer
and the server. The Tunnel PAC consists of PACKey, PAC-Opaque and PAC-Info. PAC-Key is a
shared secret key that will be used within generation
of Tunnel key. PAC-Opaque is the protected data that
cannot be interpreted by the peer. Only the server can
decrypt it. PAC-Info contains useful information such
as the PAC issuer identity, peer identity, PAC-Key
lifetime, PAC-type (Fig. 11).

Fig11. An Example of Tunnel PAC
www.ijera.com

[4] Describes the vulnerability of tunnelbased EAP methods to man-in-the-middle (MiTM)
attack. In this attack an adversary, acting as a peer,
initiates a tunnel based EAP method with the server.
The adversary executes a tunnel protocol with the
server in which the server authenticates to the
adversary. As a result of a successful tunnel protocol
execution, both the adversary and the server obtain
tunnel key (TK).
The server then initiates an inner
authentication method inside the protected tunnel.
The adversary, acting as a server, initiates a parallel
session with a peer using the same authentication
method outside the tunnel. The adversary then
replays the peer’s response into the tunnel, making
the authentication server believe that the messages
are coming from the other end of the tunnel. Thus,
the inner authentication method, and the tunnel-based
EAP method are executed successfully, and both the
adversary and the server subsequently share the
established Master Session Key (MSK) (Fig. 12)
[11].
EAP-TTLS [9] is vulnerable to such an
attack. Since, peer can optionally authenticate itself
to the server using its certificates, then it can only
prevent MiTM by providing mutual authentication
using certificates in phase 1. In this situation, EAPTTLS acts like EAP-TLS. PEAP [14] protects from
such MiTM by cryptographically binding tunnel key
that is created during tunnel establishment with inner
authentication method key. It is important to note that
if weak authentication methods which do not provide
mutual authentication, are used within the tunnel and
thus do not derive keys, PEAP will also be vulnerable
to MiTM.
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EAP-FAST [5] provides protection from a
fore mentioned MiTM attack in two ways:
1. By using the PAC-Key: In phase 1, the
tunnel PAC is not only used for server authentication
but also server can authenticate peer through
information found in tunnel PAC. Thus, mutually
authentication mitigates the MiTM attack described
above.
2.
By
crypto-binding
the
outer
authentication protocols with inner authentication
protocols through derived keys from both
authentication methods. Crypto binding assures that
the outer authentication and inner authentication is
occurred between the same peer and the server.

III. Proposed Approach
The Mutual Authentication mechanism
using EAP-FAST can implemented in NS-3
environment installed on Fedora Operating
System in VMware Workstation and is divided into
various modules as follows:
3.1 “Creation of Wireless Environment and
performing PING procedure Module” to create a
Wireless Scenario and to perform the verification of
hosts before the successful data transfer takes place
and granting the authentication between the Mobile
Station (MS) and Authentication Server (AS).
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1. Server-authenticated provisioning.
Phase 1: Server Certificates
Phase 2: EAP-MSCHAPv2 [13]
2. Server-unauthenticated provisioning (Fig. 8).
Phase 1: Diffie-Hellman key exchange [8]
Phase 2: EAP-FAST-MSCHAPv2 [6]
Hence, the proposed work can be implemented in
NS-2.3.4.
3.1 “Creation of Wireless Environment and
performing PING procedure Module” and Result:
Before starting the project, it is necessary to
create a Wireless Scenario. Hence the first Module
deals with “Creation of Wireless Environment and
performing PING procedure Module”.
The PING procedure is for the verification
of the Hosts who are in the procedure to exchange the
User Level Authentication procedure or to perform
successful data transfer. The PING procedure is
generally executed before granting Authentication
between the Mobile Station (MS) and the
Authentication Server (AS). It is used to check the
device availability. Following Fig. 13 shows the
simulation result.
Result:

3.2 “EAP-TTLS mechanism” to create nested
tunnel between Mobile Station (MS) and AAA
Server.
3.3 “EAP-FAST Authentication mechanism”
divided into the following modules:
3.2.1 Phase I: Tunnel PAC Usage [5, 16]
3.2.2 Phase II: EAP-MSCHAPv2 [13]
3.2.3 Phase III: User Authorization PAC
Usage [6]
AVISPA model checker [3] can be used that
automatically validates and analyzes formal models
of security sensitive protocols. Its good expressive
form and ease-of-use are the attractive features of the
tool.
AVISPA couldn't find attacks against a fore
mentioned authentication combinations. When the
secure TLS tunnel is established using Tunnel PAC,
to avoid aforementioned MiTM attack, it is not
necessary to use EAP methods that derive keys. Since
the tunnel is established by mutually authenticating
the peer and the server using Tunnel PAC.
User Authorization PAC does not include
PAC-Key. Thus it should be bounded to Tunnel
PAC. We bounded it with Tunnel PAC by inserting
the message digest of the Tunnel PAC into the User
Authorization PAC. Also EAP-FAST dynamic
provisioning modes [6] are analyzed:
www.ijera.com

Fig13. Broadcasting in the wireless scenario
3.2 “EAP TTLS mechanism” module and Result:
In the EAP-TTLS Module, TTLS server is
acting as an interface between Mobile Station (MS)
and AAA Server. Thus when MS sends a Request
packet for the AAA server, then first the packet 1 is
send to the TTLS server for authenticating the client
that is a valid user for communicating with the AAA
server.
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Fig14. EAP-TTLS Module Design
When total two packets are forwarded, then
the first TTLS Tunnel is created between MS and
AAA server. Similarly, when total 4 packets are
transferred between MS and AAA server, then a
second TTLS Tunnel is created. This is shown in Fig.
14. Following figure 15 shows the EAP-TTLS
output.
Result:

Fig16. A & B notations for Client and Server
Authorization PAC
Following Fig17 shows the simulation scenario

Fig15. EAP-TTLS.cc output in NS2

Fig17. Simulation scenario for EAP-FAST
mechanism.

3.3 “EAP-FAST Authentication mechanism” module
and Result:
This module consists of the following Client
and Server notations for User Authorization PAC as
shown in Fig 16:

EAP-FAST Authentication mechanism
requires the creation of tunnel. Hence EAP-TTLS is
used to create the tunnel.

IV. Future Scope
This paper is focused on providing an
enhanced authentication mechanism rather than the
standard WiMAX authentication mechanism where
both the MS and BS/AS authenticate each other
based on their protocol architecture..
Since there are so many authentication protocols
such as EAP-PSK, EAP-IKEv2 and EAP-SIM etc. in
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future we will investigate the use of with the
mentioned protocols.
Users of EAP-FAST are strongly encouraged to
adopt this extension. This can improve the
performance but can extend the complexity of
implementation and as well as the time to implement.
Our future implementation will consider improving
the security level and as well as to improve the
performance by keeping the lowest authentication
latency to use Mobile WiMAX network facilities
efficiently.

[4]

[5]

V. Conclusion
Since, manually deploying PACs is not
efficient, PACs are typically deployed dynamically.
Server-unauthenticated provisioning mode of
dynamic PAC deployment doesn’t need certificates
for PAC distribution. Moreover, this mode is also
highly vulnerable to offline-dictionary attack. EAPFAST protocol can be SAFE in spite of
authentication service when, PAC is provisioned in
server-authenticated provisioning mode. It means,
EAP-FAST is still dependent on at least server-side
certificate to provision the wireless clients with valid
(and unique) PACs. Note that, EAP-FAST requires
the server certificate only once in the beginning
(when the user has not valid PAC) and all subsequent
EAPFAST sessions skip the PAC provisioning. It
makes EAP-FAST faster than other certificate based
EAP methods. Thus, EAP-FAST can be the best
alternative authentication method in environments
where certificate based methods is already deployed.
Furthermore, there is available an EAP-FAST version
2 as an Internet draft [20] which provides an
additional security property known as channel
binding.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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